
Town of Gibsons 

M E M O R A N D U M 

Town of Gibsons 
PO Box 340, 474 South Fletcher Road 

Gibsons, BC V0N 1V0 

“The World’s Most Liveable Town” 2009 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Mayor and Council 

Tracy Forster, Administrative Assistant 

July 10, 2019

SUBJECT: Correspondence for the Week Ending July 10, 2019 

*Please note: Only correspondence indicated has been forwarded to staff.
If you have any questions, or would like staff to follow up with items
on the CRF, please contact Lindsey as items do not need to wait for a Council 
meeting to be actioned.

1. Regular Correspondence (Including Emails)

• 2019-06-27 Mayor Aaron Stone, Town of Ladysmith re Provincial 
Support for Libraries

• 2019-07-02 SCRD Coast Current
• 2019-07-02  &  re Hazardous Tree at Pebbles 

Beach
• 2019-07-02 Mayor Lyn Hall, City of Prince George re 2019 UBCM 

Resolutions
• 2019-07-03 Coastal Fire Centre Status Report
• 2019-07-04 BCWS Seasonal Outlook July
• 2019-07-04 Donna McMahon re Elphinstone News - Yet More News
• 2019-07-04 ICET re Project will Help Food Producers and Processors 

Reach New Opportunities
• 2019-07-08 Thank You from the Coast Along Theatre Society
• 2019-07-08 BC Healthy Communities
• 2019-07-08 CBC News - Best way to Fight Climate Change, Plant a 

Trillion Trees
• 2019-07-08 Vancouver Sun, Sunshine Coast Café Owner Cooked 

Firefighters Breakfasts for Dozens
• 2019-07-09 MNAI - July Update
• 2019-07-10 Christine Gillespie, RCMP re Officer-in-Charge of the Lower 

Mainland Integrated Teams
• 2019-07-10  re Wildfires at our Door
• 2019-07-11  re Plastic Bags 
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Gibsons General Mailbox

From: Sunshine Coast Regional District <info@scrd.ca>
Sent: July 2, 2019 3:38 PM
To: Gibsons General Mailbox
Subject: 2019 July Coast Current

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online  

Welcome to this issue of Coast Current! 
This newsletter is designed to keep you informed of programs, initiatives and events 
underway in the Sunshine Coast Regional District. To subscribe to this newsletter and 
receive it by email click here. 

Stage 3 Water Conservation 
Regulations in Effect 

Read More 
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Sechelt Landfill and Sechelt 
Aquatic Centre Power Outages 

Read More 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

  
 

Agrologists coming to a field near 
you 

Read More 
 
 
 
 

  

  
 

Water Treatment Plant Tours 
Read More 
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Reduce the Potential Impacts of 
Wildfire on your Home 

Read More 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  
 

Yield to the Bus 

Read More 
 
 

  

 

  
 

Aquatic Centres Maintenance 
Closures 

Read More 

  

  
 

2019 Islands Clean Up Information 
Read More 
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Help Prevent Landfill Fires 

Read More 
 
 

  

  
 

SCRD Meetings in July 
Read More 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

  

 

 
This email is intended for info@gibsons.ca. 
Update your preferences or Unsubscribe 
 

 
 



July 3, 2019 

Wendy Gilbertson 
Parks & Cultural Services 

Town of Gibsons 
474 S Fletcher Road 
Gibsons BC VON WO 

Hi Wendy and Bill, 

Further to our conversation in late June and my visit to see the Mayor at his office on 
June 26 I would like to again bring up the issue of the hazard tree in Pebbles Beach 
Park. A year ago we sent you and the Town of Gibsons (copies to Mr. Machado and 
Mr. Newman) a letter laying out the concerns we had regarding this tree on town 
property. Outside of a brief acknowledgement that you had received the letter we have 
heard nothing since. 

A year has passed and the risk this tree poses to 
our house at  Road has only 
increased. An arborist friend recently indicated 
that he had never in his professional life ever seen 
such a 'compromised' tree and the significant 
associated risk it poses to our house and the 
public who use Pebbles Beach Park. In the event 
of significant winds which have now increased in 
frequency, the tree remains very exposed from 
the west. 

About thirty five years ago, according to neighbours, the Town of Gibsons topped all 
the cedar trees that were growing at the southern end, of what was then Burns Road. 
The tree that is in question here has had 35 years to grow multiple stems — 16 in all, 
some of which are over 50 feet high. This 'forest' of trees sits atop a 30 foot trunk 
making it dangerously top heavy. 

We would like the Town of Gibsons to take immediate action to remove the threat that 
this tree poses to our home and to the public that use this park. 

We look forward to your reply. Thank you. 

 
, Gibsons BC 

Tel:  

cc 
bbeamishelibson.ca  
emachadoaslibsons.ca 
dnewmangibsons.ca  

Bill Beamish 
Mayor 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

CITY OF 

PRINCE GEORGE 
1100 Patricia Blvd. I Prince George, BC, Canada V21 3V9 

p: 250.561.7600 I www.princegeorge.ca 

July 2, 2019 

Mayor and Council 
Town of Gibsons 
Box 340 
Gibsons, BC VON 1V0 

 

Dear Mayor Beamish and Members of Council, 

At the City of Prince George regular Council meeting held June 24, 2019, Council gave consideration 
to proposed Union of British Columbia Municipalities (UBCM) resolutions regarding: Proceeds of 
Crime; and Clean-Up of Needles and Other Harm Reduction Paraphernalia. The following 
resolutions were approved for submission to the UBCM for consideration at the 2019. Convention. 

1. Proceeds of Crime 

WHEREAS the provision of police services places a significant financial burden on 
local government; 

AND WHEREAS the Civil Forfeiture Crime Prevention and Crime Remediation Grant 
Program funds community crime reduction and crime prevention activities, but does 
not address local government policing costs, including expenditures related to 
investigations and police work that result in seizures of proceeds of crime; 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Province share seizures of proceeds of crime 
with local governments to help address protective services costs. 

2. Clean-Up of Needles and Other Harm Reduction Paraphernalia  

WHEREAS the low barrier distribution of harm reduction supplies, including syringes 
and other safe injection supplies, in communities across BC poses a significant 
safety and cleanliness concern; 

AND WHEREAS local governments, businesses and residents are bearing the 
escalating cost of cleaning up needles and drug paraphernalia in public spaces; 



THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that UBCM request ongoing provincial funding to local 
governments to cover the cost of cleaning up needles and drug paraphernalia in 
their communities. 

On behalf of Prince George City Council, your support of these resolutions at the 2019 UBCM 
Convention is appreciated. 

If you have any questions or would like more information please feel free to contact my office 
at MayorAdmin@princegeorge.ca or 250-561-7691. 

Sincerely, 

Mayor Lyn Hall 
City of Prince George 
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Issued: 1045 PDT Wednesday 3 July 2019.
SYNOPSIS: (Today-tomorrow) A large and strong upper ridge pattern centred over
northern Alaska will dominate BC weather for the next week or so because we are under
the cool northerly flow along the east side of the ridge. Basically, Coastal Fire Centre
zones are under a semi-permanent trough pattern which will result in cloudy, cool,
sometimes wet weather. But for today at least, a weak ridge of high pressure along the
coast has helped an overcast marine cloud layer to form all the way from the Coast
Mountains crest westward across Vancouver Island and well offshore. With the ridge and
a temperature inversion overhead the cloud layer will be slow to clear. Over Vancouver
Island the clouds are more broken and a few sunny periods will emerge in the afternoon.
A more active upper trough is seen on satellite imagery approaching Tweedsmuir Park
and likely a few showers and thunderstorms will be set off in the late afternoon for that
region. Tomorrow, the approaching trough deepens into a low pressure centre over the
Central Interior in the morning and over southern sections of the Coastal region by late
afternoon. This brings periods of rain or frequent showers all along the eastern border
with the rain spilling over into all the mainland heads of inlets and interior valleys. Some
stations may see 10 to 15 mm of rainfall late Thursday.

Low (Mod Haida Gwaii)

Moderate

Moderate to High

Moderate to High

Moderate

Low to Moderate

Low to Moderate

FRASER – PEMBERTON - SUNSHINE COAST
CHANCE OF LIGHTNING / DRY LIGHTNING Today: 0/0. Tonight: 0/0.
Tomorrow: 20/0.

SOUTH ISLAND - NORTH ISLAND
CHANCE OF LIGHTNING / DRY LIGHTNING Today: 0/0. Tonight: 0/0.
Tomorrow: 0/0.

MID-COAST
CHANCE OF LIGHTNING / DRY LIGHTNING Today: 40/20. Tonight: 10/0.
Tomorrow: 20/10.

HAIDA GWAII
CHANCE OF LIGHTNING / DRY LIGHTNING Today: 0/0. Tonight: 0/0.
Tomorrow: 0/0.

(Friday-Sunday) An upper trough pattern holds over southern
BC all weekend and into early next week. Skies will be cloudy, a
few showers likely and temperatures at or below seasonal
normals.
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10 55
The Coastal Fire Centre has been responding to a number of
fires throughout the fire centre, and two of these were in publicly
visible location. The fire near Horseshoe Bay on the mainland is
now under control and in late stage mop up. The fire near
Pender Harbour on the Sunshine Coast is also under control.
On Wednesday last week there were about 14 new fires from
lightning. These were caught quickly and all are being held or
under control. Campfire prohibitions have not been implemented
due to cool rainy weather which is expected to last until next
week.

7/3/19

No BanCat 2 - Restriction

Cat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No RestrictionCat 3 - No Restriction
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BC Wildfire Service – Predictive Services Unit
2019 Wildfire Season Outlook summary – July

Prepared by:
Dana Hicks, Fire Behaviour Lead, PSU
Christina Van Eaton, Meteorologist (Contractor – BCWS)
Joanna Wand, Predictive Services Planner, PSU
Brady Holliday, A/Superintendent Fire Weather

Summer: July - September

Outlook: October - December

Short-term Fire Conditions

For the latest fire weather maps

Map 1: DC anomalies July 02

Map 5: Three month forecast temperature anomaly

• Of note, the seasonal temperature forecast for 
Oct/Nov/Dec continues to show above normal 
values through the province, focusing on the 
southern half and in particular Vancouver Island 
(Map 7).

Map 7: Forecast probability of temperature 
above average (calibrated) Oct – Dec 2019. 
Chart produced 30 June.

For the full and previous outlooks, visit the Predictive Services Unit webpage.

Confidence: longer term forecasts show a 
general trend, however is it too far out to 
indicate any confidence greater than ‘low’.

Confidence: Models indicating warmer and drier 
conditions in the SW and NW are lining up with each 
other. Confidence on precipitation forecasts for the 
remainder of the province is lower.

Confidence: A shorter prediction length and 
alignment of data indicates a moderate to high 
confidence in the short-term forecast.

Map 2: BUI anomalies  July 02 Map 3: Snow Water Index June 15

July August September

Map 4: Monthly forecast temperature anomaly

Map 6: July forecast probability of 
precipitation. This map indicates the 
probability of above or below normal 
precipitation.

• Short term conditions have improved 
or are forecasted to improve with 
rainfall. This is evident in the rainfall’s 
impact on BUI values (Map 2).

• The NW areas of the province still 
maintains a higher hazard, as indicated 
in Maps 2 and 3, which is a concern as 
the season progresses.

• Lack of snow pack for this time of the 
year is a concern for fuels drying as 
well as water availability for 
suppression efforts (Map 3).

• Continue to see large area of the province predicted to have above normal 
temperatures, with very high probabilities existing for coastal areas and the northwest
(Maps 4 and 5)

• July forecasts are showing the largest temperature anomaly through coastal regions 
(Map 4)

• Precipitation is challenging to predict as seasonal forecasts of precipitation are 
historically not as reliable as temperature forecasts. However the forecast dry areas 
along the coast line up with many other factors we are seeing (Map 6).

https://bcfireweatherp1.nrs.gov.bc.ca/scripts/public/common/Map_new.asp
https://intranet.gov.bc.ca/bcws/provincial-programs/operations/predictive-services
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Gibsons General Mailbox

From: Donna <donna@everythingelphinstone.ca>
Sent: July 3, 2019 5:10 PM
To: Gibsons General Mailbox
Subject: Elphinstone: Yet More News

 

View this email in your browser  
  

  

 

 

This is the newsletter of Donna McMahon, Area E Director for the Sunshine Coast 
Regional District. For other news and updates visit EverythingElphinstone.ca. 

 

July, 2019 
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Yes, More News 

No sooner do I send out a newsletter 

than more news floods in. So here's 

another update. 

 

I'd like to extend a big thanks to the 

Elphinstone Community Association 

for their efforts in getting a new Book 

Gnome for Cedar Grove Elementary 

School, and also to master carver 

Darcy Gertz, who created it. 

 

READ MORE ABOUT GNOME 

 

 

Join us for an Elphinstone Barbeque! 

The Elphinstone Community Association invites all Elphinstone neighbours to a 

Community Barbeque at Chaster House on Saturday, July 13 from 4-9 pm. 

 

This is a potluck. Juice, coffee and tea will be provided. Bring something to 

share, and also bring a plate and cutlery so we can make this a zero waste 

event. There will be games and activities for children. See you there! 
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Neighbour Recycling in 

Woodcreek Park 

Kudos to the community-minded residents 

of Woodcreek Park who have set up 

community recycling stations at the 

mailboxes.  

 

Claire Finlayson donated the recycle 

bins, Gibsons Copy Shop printed the signs, 

and Ian Anderson built shelters so the bins 

don't fill up with rain. Other volunteers are 

picking up the bins to take into Gibsons Recycling. Great work, folks! 

  

SCRD News Briefs 
 

Volunteers Needed for Solid Waste 

All Regional Districts in BC must have a regional solid waste management plan 

that's approved by the Ministry of Environment. These plans are monitored by 

an Advisory Committee, and ours needs community members. If you are 

interested in waste reduction, reuse, recycling or garbage, and providing input 

into the SCRD's programs, we need you. Applications are open until July 5. 

READ MORE 
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Water Treatment Plant Tours 

If you haven't had a chance to tour 

the Chapman water treatment plant, 

I highly recommend it.  

 

Come meet the facility operators and 

see what it takes to get clean water 

to your taps. Tours will take place: 

 Thursday July 25: 

10:00 - 11:30 am 

 Thursday July 25: 

1:00 - 2:30 pm 

To sign up email Jen Callaghan or 

call 604-885-6800 ext. 6410. 

  

Pool Summer Closure 

The Gibsons pool will be closed from July 6 to August 5 for annual 

maintenance. READ MORE 

  

Annual Report Released 

The SCRD's 2018 annual report was recently released. You can read it online 

HERE. It's packed with information and lots of graphs for all of you who love the 

details. Thanks to SCRD staff for doing a great job putting it together. 
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Farmers invited to ALR Meeting July 9 

Provincial agrologists will be touring the Sunshine Coast to collect information 

on crops, irrigation, livestock, and land-use on ALR land. The crew will stay on 

public roads and observe land from within the vehicle. Watch for folks staring 

through binoculars from a gray Dodge Durango with BC government logos in 

farming areas July 8 to 12. READ MORE 

 

Farmers and ALR owners are invited to share their local agricultural land use 

knowledge with Ministry of Agriculture and SCRD staff on July 9th from 4-6:30 

pm at Roberts Creek Hall. 

  

Beautify the 'Hood 

Pratt Road residents Michael Maser and Lisa Housden are hoping to inspire 

other Elphinstoners to contribute to the beautification of our neighbourhoods. 

Here they are unveiling a mural in front of their property. Look for it! 
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Eagle Trees 

There are a number of registered eagle nest sites on private property in 

Elphinstone. Nests that are registered with the province under the Wildlife Act 

may not be disturbed. If you believe that there is imminent risk to a nest, please 

contact the Conservation Officer Service via the RAPP line at 1-604-952-7277. 

  

Daylight Savings Survey 

OK, so this isn't exactly SCRD news, but the province is holding a survey on 

Daylight Savings Time. BC is looking at two options: 

 continue to change our clocks twice a year, OR 

 adopt year-round Daylight Saving Time. 
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Have your say here. The survey is open until July 19. 

  

Pay Property Taxes by Installment 

Many of you have just paid your property taxes in one big "ouch." So this is just 

a reminder that you can sign up online to pay your taxes monthly. Taxes are 

one of the few expenses that many people still pay annually, and it hurts. I 

signed up for monthly payments and wrote the step-by-step instructions. 

  

Handy Links 

I've added a page of links to my website—items like local highway webcams, 

fire restriction updates and the Tetrahedron weather station (so you can see 

how much rain we get in the Chapman watershed). Suggestions welcome. 

CHECK OUT LINKS 

  

And finally: Water. Of course. 

Here's a graph of our rainfall so far this year, with ten years of comparisons. It's 

dry out there! We had 6 wildfires in the SCRD in June. Please be very careful 

about fire hazards, and keep conserving water. SCRD staff will provide water 

supply updates through the summer, and I'll link to them on my website. 
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THAT'S ALL FOR NOW, BUT.... 

 

If you have questions about SCRD matters, feel free to contact me. For more 

information about Elphinstone, please check out my website. It includes News 

and Updates, and a Calendar of upcoming meetings and events. 

  

 

Copyright © 2019 Area E Constituency, All rights reserved.  

You are receiving this email because you opted in via our website.  

 

Our mailing address is:  

Area E Constituency 

1975 Field Road 

Sechelt, BC V0N 3A1  

Canada 

 

Add us to your address book 

 

 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.  
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Tracy Forster

From: Island Coastal Economic Trust <info@islandcoastaltrust.ca>
Sent: July 4, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Tracy Forster
Subject: PROJECT WILL HELP FOOD PRODUCERS AND PROCESSORS REACH NEW 

OPPORTUNITIES

 

View this email in your browser  
  

  

 

Share 
 

 

 

Tweet 
 

 

 

Forward 
 

 

    

PROJECT WILL HELP FOOD PRODUCERS 

AND PROCESSORS REACH NEW 

OPPORTUNITIES 

  

COURTENAY – Food producers and processors in the Cowichan Valley are 

about to be engaged in a project to identify new opportunities for value-added 

food processing across the region.  Matching funding support will be provided 

by the Island Coastal Economic Trust. 

  

As one of the Island’s top food-producing regions, the Cowichan Valley has 

been proactive in looking into new and innovative strategies to support and 

grow the agri-food sector, including a 2014 ICET-supported sectoral strategy 

that yielded recommendations to advance food processing and food security in 

the region. 
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The current project will include consultation amongst regional food processors, 

education and health institutions, beverage-sector producers and others to 

quantify demand for local food inputs and new production opportunities. 

  

“We know that there is demand in the market for locally-grown and processed 

foods and beverages, including in the institutional sector,” explained Candice 

Appleby, with the Small Scale Food Processor Association Executive 

Director.  “This project will put some solid figures beside our general industry 

knowledge, giving us the detailed demand data we need to move forward.” 

  

The second phase of the project will then outline the infrastructure needed to 

support increased shared food processing partnerships. 

  

“Developing these needed supports is part of that second-phase work, and that 

could include things like quality assurance labs or shared processing facilities, 

which could be implemented with a joint sectoral  approach,” Appleby 

explained. 

  

The project is supported through the Sectoral Strategy funding stream of the 

Economic Development Readiness Program, designed to support the planning 

required to address unique sectoral development challenges. 

  

“We are pleased to see that the sectoral study we supported in 2014 has 

yielded concrete results for the region, including initiatives such as an incubator 

seed farm, food recovery program and a land match program for emerging 

producers,” explained ICET Chair Josie Osborne. “This project takes the next 

steps to support small producers who want to access larger markets like the 

institutional sector, or large grocery chains, maximizing regional opportunities 

for food production, processing and distribution.” 

  

The project will launch in late spring, with completion forecast for April 2020. 
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About the Island Coastal Economic Trust 

  

Created and capitalized by the Province of BC, the Island Coastal Economic 

Trust (ICET) has been at the forefront of economic diversification, planning and 

regional revitalization for the past twelve years. 

  

ICET is independently governed by a Board of Directors and two Regional 

Advisory Committees which include more than 50 locally elected officials, MLAs 

and appointees from the Island and Coast. This exceptional team of leaders 

collaborate to set regional priorities and build vital multi-regional networks. 

  

Through a community centered decision-making process, ICET has approved 

more than $52 million in funding for over 200 economic infrastructure and 

economic development readiness projects. These investments have leveraged 

over $270 million in new investment into the region creating more than 2500 

construction phase jobs and 2650 long term permanent jobs. 

  

A full overview of ICET can be found at www.islandcoastaltrust.ca. 

  

For further information: 

Line Robert, CEO 

Island Coastal Economic Trust 

Tel. 250-871-7797 (Ext. 227) 

line.robert@islandcoastaltrust.ca 

  

Mayor Josie Osborne, ICET Chair 

District of Tofino 

Tel. 250-725-3229 

osborne@tofino.ca 

  

Candice Appleby, Executive Director 
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Small Scale Food Processor Association 

Tel.  866-547-7372 

info@ssfpa.net 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

Copyright © Island Coastal Economic Trust, All rights reserved. 

 

Our mailing address is: 

#108 - 501 4th Street 

Courtenay, BC V9N 1H3 

 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 

   
    

 
 
 
 
 

This email was sent to tforster@gibsons.ca  
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Gibsons General Mailbox

From: BC Healthy Communities <bchc=bchealthycommunities.ca@cmail20.com> on behalf 
of BC Healthy Communities <bchc@bchealthycommunities.ca>

Sent: July 5, 2019 8:35 AM
To: Gibsons General Mailbox
Subject: Summer News: New upcoming webinar, Active Transportation Summit takeaways & 

more

 
No Images? Click here

 

 

Youths skim board in the waters near Delta, B.C . Photograph by Province of BC/Flickr 

Welcome to our Summer Issue. We've been hard at work on our recently-released PlanH 

Healthy Housing Action Guide, and we're excited to share that we're hosting a webinar next 

week as part of its release—more details below. We're also prepping the release of our 

upcoming PlanH Community Engagement Action Guide and gearing up for the UBCM 

Convention this September—see you there! 
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Healthy Housing Action Guide Released! 

In June, we released our Healthy Housing Action Guide, 

developed as part of our PlanH program. The guide 

features information, actions, community examples and 

funding resources designed to support local governments 

as they create resilient housing policies. 

 

 

  

  

Webinar: How can Health Authorities add 
value to the Housing Needs Reports 
process? 

Join us Monday, July 8th at 10:30am PDT to learn 

about new government regulations for Housing Needs 

Reports (HNRs), the UBCM HNR funding program, and 

some of the ways local governments, health 

authorities and community partners can integrate health 

and equity into housing processes in their communities.  

 

  

  

Funding opportunity: Sport for Social 
Development in Indigenous Communities 

  

  

Register for the 

Webinar 

Get the Action Guide 
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Applications for the second stream of the Sport for 

Social Development in Indigenous Communities (SSDIC) 

funding program are due July 19. Eligible Indigenous 

governments, communities and organizations can find 

more information on the Indigenous Sport, Physical 

Activity & Recreation Council (ISPARC) website. 

 
 

  

Will we see you at the UBCM Conference? 

BCHC will be at the trade show of the 2019 UBCM 

Conference—drop by our booth and say hello! We'll have 

resources and information to share, as well as some 

prizes to give away. The theme of this year's conference 

is Resiliency & Change. Visit the UBCM website for the 

latest information. 

 

Seniors' Planning Table Survey 

Are you a part of a group that works to give seniors a 

voice in planning and decision-making? The Senior 

Community Action Committee (SCAC) Provincial Working 

Group wants to hear from you! Representatives of 

seniors' planning tables, action committees, advisory 

tables and age-friendly councils can complete the 15-

minute survey before August 15th. The SCAC  is a part of 

the Community-Based Seniors Services Leadership 

Council, and aims to raise awareness of the value of 

seniors' planning tables in B.C. 

 

  

  

 

  Welcome Claire & Kathryn 

Take the 

Survey 

Visit the UBCM Conference page 

Learn more 
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Our team continues to grow! We're excited to welcome 

Claire Sauvage-Mar (left) as our new Engagement 

Coordinator and Kathryn Johnson (right) as our 

Communications Coordinator. Claire holds a B.A. in 

Political Science and a M.Sc. in Kinesiology, while 

Kathryn holds a B.A.A. in Media Studies and a Diploma in 

Media Communications.  

 

  

Five take-home messages from B.C.’s first 
Active Transportation Summit 

This June, New Westminster was host to B.C.'s first 

Active Transportation Summit, a two-day event 

exploring how to make active transportation an essential 

part of all communities across B.C. Missed the event? 

Check out our latest blog post for a summary of some of 

the key takeaways. 

 

  

  

 

  

Looking out for tomorrow: Cranbrook 
plans for future age-friendly needs 

As older adults are projected the make up 41% of 

Cranbrook's population by 2035, the city is working hard 

to ensure it remains a safe and welcoming place to live. 

Visit our Blog 

Meet our Team 
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The city's Age-Friendly Community Action Plan 

proactively outlines goals, objectives and action steps to 

create an accessible, affordable and age-friendly city. 

 

Wells clears the way for older adults to 
stay involved in the community 

With a population of just over 200, Wells understands 

the importance of keeping older adults in the 

community. That's why they set out to create a 

rigourous Age-Friendly Action Plan that will help adults 

age in place in the village. Two specific components of 

their plan are winter snow clearing to encourage older 

adults to get around town, and summer bench 

installation to ensure adequate resting areas. 

 

  

 

  

 

Evaluating with an open mind and a 
humble heart: Reflections from the 
Canadian Evaluation Society Conference 

BC Healthy Communities' former Research and 

Evaluation Specialist Diana Gresku (left) attended the 

Canadian Evaluation Society Conference in late May. In 

this blog post, she reflects on her learnings about 

approaching evaluation with empathy and humility, and 

offers insight on what that may look like in practice. 

 

  

Read more 

Read the 

Story 

Read the 

Story 
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Good news travels fast. 

Articles that make you think, make a difference and make your day. 

 Why public spaces are critical social infrastructure (Governing) 

 Self-care isn't enough. We need community care to thrive. (Mashable) 

 You are doing something important when you aren't doing anything (New York 

Times) 

 The City at Eye Level for Kids (Bernard van Leer Foundation) 

 Can we design more trusting public spaces? (Happy City) 

  

BC Healthy Communities 

300 - 722 Cormorant St | Victoria BC V8W 1P8 

250-590-8442 

You're receiving this newsletter because you signed up to get 

regular updates from BC Healthy Communities.  

Manage your subscription preferences below. 

   

  Like   

  Tweet   

  Share   

  Forward   

Preferences  |  Unsubscribe  
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Technology & Science

Best way to fight climate change? Plant a trillion trees

This is by far — by thousands of times — the cheapest climate change solution, study co-

author says

The Associated Press · Posted: Jul 05, 2019 10:29 AM ET | Last Updated: July 5

Young Macedonians plant seedling on the Vodno mountain near the capitol Skopje, The Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia. A new study estimates that planting a trillion new trees could suck up nearly 750 billion
tonnes of heat-trapping carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. (Georgi Licovski/EPA)

 comments

The most effective way to fight global warming is to plant lots of trees, a trillion of them, maybe

more, according to a new study.

CBC

    

https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology
https://www.cbc.ca/
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Swiss scientists also say that even with existing cities and farmland, there's enough space for

new trees to cover nine million square kilometres, roughly the size of the United States.

Their report is in Thursday's edition of the journal Science.

The study calculated that over the decades, those new trees could suck up nearly 750 billion

tonnes of heat-trapping carbon dioxide from the atmosphere — about as much carbon

pollution as humans have spewed in the past 25 years.

Much of that benefit will come quickly because trees remove more carbon from the air when

they are younger, the study authors said. The potential for removing the most carbon is in the

tropics.

Canada has lots of room for trees

A female adult jaguar sits atop a tree at the Mamiraua Sustainable Development Reserve in Uarini,
Amazonas state, Brazil. Planting more trees could also preserve biodiversity, scientists say. (Bruno
Kelly/Reuters)

https://science.sciencemag.org/cgi/doi/10.1126/science.aax0848
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"This is by far — by thousands of times — the cheapest climate change solution" and the most

effective, said study co-author Thomas Crowther, a climate change ecologist at the Swiss

Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich.

Russia, the United States, Canada, Australia, Brazil and China have the most room for new

trees, the report said.

Before his research, Crowther figured there were other more effective ways to fight climate

change besides cutting emissions, such as people switching from eating meat to

vegetarianism. But, he said, tree planting is far more effective because trees take so much

carbon dioxide out of the air.

WHAT ON EARTH? Better lawns and gardens: Creating an environmentally friendly

yard

Startling UN biodiversity report is a reminder of the risks Canada faces

Thomas Lovejoy, a conservation biologist at George Mason University in Fairfax, Va., who

wasn't part of the study, called it "a good news story" because planting trees would also help

stem the loss of biodiversity.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/health/planetary-health-diet-1.4981264
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/what-on-earth-newsletter-garden-lawn-1.5200383
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/canada-biodiversity-1.5125108
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/canada-biodiversity-1.5125108
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Planting trees is not a substitute for weaning the world off burning oil, coal and gas, the chief

cause of global warming, Crowther emphasized.

"None of this works without emissions cuts."

Nor is it easy or realistic to think the world will suddenly go on a tree-planting binge, although

many groups have started , Crowther said.

"It's certainly a monumental challenge, which is exactly the scale of the problem of climate

change."

As Earth warms, and especially as the tropics dry, tree cover is being lost, he noted.

A worker plants seedlings for reforestation at Huayquecha Biological Station near Paucartambo, Cusco.
Trees remove more carbon from the air when they are younger, the study authors said. The potential for
removing the most carbon is in the tropics. (Enrique Castro-Mendivil/Reuters)
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The researchers used Google Earth to see what areas could support more trees, while leaving

room for people and crops. Lead author Jean-François Bastin estimated there's space for at

least one trillion more trees, but it could be 1.5 trillion. That's on top of the three trillion trees

now on Earth, according to earlier Crowther research.

'Building back better' and other tips for adapting to climate change

EDITOR'S NOTE Why CBC News is doing a series on climate change

The study's calculations make sense, said Chris Field, an environmental scientist at Stanford

University in California who also wasn't part of the study. 

"But the question of whether it is actually feasible to restore this much forest is much more

difficult," Field said in an email.

©2019 CBC/Radio-Canada. All rights reserved.

Visitez Radio-Canada.ca

Pine trees are pictured on the International Day of Forests in the Landes forest near Le Pyla, France March
21, 2019. Researchers estimate that even with existing cities and farmland, there's enough space for new
trees to cover 9 million square kilometres around the globe or about the area of the United States. (Regis
Duvignau/Reuters)

https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/climate-change-adaptation-report-1.5200325
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/climate-change-editor-note-1.5175490
http://www.cbc.radio-canada.ca/
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/
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Sunshine Coast café owner
whipped up firefighters breakfasts
for dozens
"I made sure they all got bacon, sausage, eggs, hash browns, coffee — a logger's breakfast,"

says Java Docks' Shelley Wharton. And her customers were grateful

RANDY SHORE (HTTPS://VANCOUVERSUN.COM/AUTHOR/RANDYSHORE) Updated: July 5, 2019

As the Cecil Hill fire crept toward her neighbours’
homes, Shelley Wharton made sure every member of
the crew fighting the Sunshine Coast blaze started
the day with a full belly.

https://vancouversun.com/author/randyshore
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When crews started arriving last week, Pender Harbour’s Deputy Fire Chief

Bill Gilkes showed up at the Java Docks café at 6 a.m. to see if Wharton

could feed 25 firefighters. Then, as the fire spread and more firefighters

arrived, it was more like 40.

“I was getting up at four in the morning and knocking them all out,” said

Wharton, the café owner who works seven days a week. “I’m used to it, I get

a lot of hydro crews.”

Most of the meals had to be packed to go, which doubled the work. Plus the

$12.25 meal per diem wasn’t enough to cover the menu price for the meals

she felt they deserved. But none of that mattered to Wharton.

“The guys were really great,” she said. “I couldn’t have really fed them well

for that amount of money, so I made sure they all got bacon, sausage, eggs,

hash browns, coffee — a logger’s breakfast.”

Seven helicopters and 49 firefighters were assigned to the blaze at its peak,

after the fire doubled to nine hectares in one night. At that point an

evacuation alert was issued for residents of Cecil Hill Road. That alert has

since been lifted as the fire was contained.

“The fire got pretty close to some houses,” said Wharton. “It was pretty

scary watching all the helicopters and the water bombers go right over us.”

As crews worked on the Cecil Hill fire, lightning strikes sparked four more

fires on the Sunshine Coast at Klein Lake, Sakinaw Lake, Quarry Lake and

Nelson Island, according to the wildfire service.
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Shelley Wharton, right, got up at 4 a.m. every day to make sure fire crews were well fed before

heading up to the Cecil Hill fire. Here Wharton takes some time out with her daughter

Christine.  R A N D Y  S H O R E  /  P N G

The whole community pitched in to support the fire crews when they arrived,

said Pender Harbour Fire Chief Don Murray.

“The (IGA) grocery store stayed open late so they could get everything they

needed and they started a collection of money and water and it quickly grew

to be more than they needed,” he said. “The crews found everything they

needed and people were super-supportive, but that’s the way Pender

Harbour is.”

Ultimately, the Cecil Hill fire did not threaten any structures of significance.

“We felt quite calm, because the wildfire service brought in such a good

crew,” he said.

Fire crews are welcomed warmly when they arrive in communities

threatened by wildfires, said wildfire service information officer Kyla Fraser.

“I know when we post pictures of firefighters on social media we get an

overwhelming amount of happiness and support,” she said.
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This fire season has been mercifully quiet compared to the past couple of

years.

“We have quiet conditions because of the rain we saw over most of the

province last week of June and I see that in the next week we expect to see

rain across most of B.C., which is not so good for recreation but good as fire

weather,” said Fraser.

Since April 1, 443 fires have consumed just 11,289 hectares of forest in B.C.,

according to the wildfire service. Fires burned 1,216,053 hectares in 2017

and 1,354,284 hectares in 2018, the most ever recorded.

Only three fires this summer have grown to more than 50 hectares, a 2,000-

hectare fire at Black Angus Creek, a 500-hectare fire at Richter Creek and a

5,800-hectare fire at Beaver River.

Fire crews continue to deal with holdover fires from last summer, including a

new one discovered last week near Telegraph Creek inside the 121,215-

hectare burn area of last year’s Alkali Lake fire.

Holdover fires can smoulder underground through the winter and flare up

again the following year. Several such fires have been discovered and

extinguished since mid-April, said Fraser.

As of July 4, Alkali Lake is the only “fire of note” in B.C.
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Shelley Wharton, centre, whipped up breakfast for 40 when fire crews arrived to fight the Cecil

Hill fire on the Sunshine Coast last week.  C H R I S T I N E  W H A R T O N  /  P N G

rshore@postmedia.com (mailto:rshore@postmedia.com)

B.C. Wildfires Map 2019: Updates on fire locations, evacuation alerts/orders
(https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/b-c-wildfires-map-2019-updates-on-fire-

locations-evacuation-alerts-orders)

CLICK HERE (mailto:vanweb@postmedia.com) to report a typo.

Is there more to this story? We’d like to hear from you about this or any

other stories you think we should know about. Email

vantips@postmedia.com (mailto:vantips@postmedia.com) .

This Week's Flyers

RELATED

mailto:rshore@postmedia.com
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/b-c-wildfires-map-2019-updates-on-fire-locations-evacuation-alerts-orders
mailto:vanweb@postmedia.com
mailto:vantips@postmedia.com
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Tracy Forster

Subject: FW: July Update from MNAI

 
 

From: MNAI [mailto:royb@mnai.ca]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2019 11:29 AM 
To: Emanuel Machado <emachado@gibsons.ca> 
Subject: July Update from MNAI 

 

     

 

MNAI July Update 
Hello everyone!  Here are a few updates from the Municipal Natural Assets Initiative. 

 

 

  

 
  

 

 

Same Important Mission, More Horsepower 
MNAI is delighted to announce the addition of three new Board members to help the 

organization navigate the next stage of its evolution:  

 Isabel Gordon, Director of Financial Services for the District of West Vancouver 
 Mike Puddister, former Deputy CAO of the Credit Valley Conservation Authority 
 Natalia Moudrak, Director, Climate Resilience, Intact Centre on Climate 

Adaptation.  Natalia advances the development of programs, guidelines and 

standards for climate resilience in Canada.  

          Read more about the changes here  
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The View from Lisbon 
MNAI recently had the opportunity to 

present its upcoming coastal zone natural 

assets methodology at the European 

Conference on Climate Adaptation.  You 

can read Technical Director Michelle 

Molnar’s contributions and reflections on 

the experience here.  
 

 
 

 

 

New Summaries of Top MNAI Reports 
MNAI conducts research to help create strong ‘enabling conditions’ for municipal natural 

asset management. Concise decision-maker summaries of 5 top reports are available 

here. 
 

 
 

 

 

Out and About - We've been busy!  
MNAI has spoken at numerous conferences over the last couple of months including:  

 Canadian Network of Asset Managers Conference in Kelowna 
 BC Land Summit in Vancouver as part of a session organized by the Engineers 

and Geoscientists of BC 
 BC Water and Waste Association Annual Conference & Trade Show in Victoria 
 European Climate Change Adaptation conference in Lisbon 
 Tsleil-Watuth Burrard Inlet Science Forum in Vancouver. 

Perhaps of particular note, our Board Chair Emanuel Machado presented to all Federal, 

Provincial and Territorial Environment Ministers at the Canadian Council of Ministers of the 

Environment meeting in Halifax.  
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In case you missed it:  Funding Opportunities Report 

 

The floods that devastated many communities this spring, combined with an 

increasing number of Canadian municipalities that are proving how valuable 

municipal natural asset management is, provides a strong rationale to fund natural 

assets and their management.   

  

Fortunately, there is a growing number of substantial funding sources for natural 

assets. However, some eligibility requirements - such as restricting funding to 

tangible capital assets or minimum cost thresholds - can make it more difficult to fund 

specific natural asset management projects than to fund engineered infrastructure. 

  

The MNAI team researched and identified three programs with high potential to fund 

municipal natural asset management projects, and three where eligibility will depend 

more on project details.  Details and analysis are here.   

   

 
 

 

Subscribe to MNAI's Monthly Newsletters  
 

 
 

 

Tell us how we can make this email useful for you!  
 

 

 

(1 minute request) 
Let us know if we are sending you the right information in the right quantity, or if we need 

to up our game!   
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Mayor and Council

From: Christine GILLESPIE <christine.gillespie@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Sent: July 10, 2019 12:00 PM
To: Christine GILLESPIE
Subject: Officer-in-Charge of the Lower Mainland Integrated Teams
Attachments: EDWARDS - BIO.docx; NEWS RELEASE - EDWARDS - OIC ITEAMS.docx

Sent on behalf of Assistant Commissioner Stephen Thatcher 

************************************************* 

Good Afternoon, 

I am extremely pleased to announce that Brian Edwards will be promoted to Chief Superintendent as the 
Officer‐in‐Charge of the Lower Mainland Integrated Teams. 

As many of you may know, Brian has been the Corporate and Client Services Officer for the Lower Mainland 
District for the last three years. He has been responsible for strategic and business planning, risk 
management, integrated police services and was the key interface between the District and contract 
municipalities. He has had a positive impact on the way in which the district communicates with our 
partners. Through his efforts, he has significantly improved and enhanced our engagement with the Lower 
Mainland’s mayors, independent police departments and the Province of British Columbia’s Policing and 
Security Branch. 

Having a Chief Superintendent to oversee and streamline the administration and operations of this group of 
highly‐skilled individuals was long overdue. The previous model had the I‐TEAM program leaders reporting to 
different senior officers within the Lower Mainland District, which left it fragmented. The size of the units, 
the potential expansion of the units, and the complexity in each teams’ operations and administration 
required an update so that we can develop an overall strategic framework that will continue to meet and 
exceed expectations from our funding partners. 

Brian started his career with the Calgary Police Service working in multiple program areas including frontline 
policing, recruit and in‐service training, and led the development of legal agreements in preparation of the 
Calgary G‐8 Leaders Summit.  

In 2003, he transferred to the RCMP and was assigned to Richmond Detachment as a front‐line officer. He 
then worked in various roles including supervisory functions as a corporal and sergeant.  

Commissioned to the rank of inspector in 2011, he was appointed as a Level I Grievance Adjudicator and 
served in that capacity until 2014 when he became the Officer‐in‐Charge of the Employment Requirements 
Unit in response to the modernization of the RCMP Act. 

Brian was later assigned to the role of the Government Liaison Officer and oversaw contract and service 
delivery matters with the provincial Policing and Security Branch.  

Brian has a law degree and a Masters in Linguistics from the University of Calgary. 

Please join me in congratulating Brian in his promotion and to thank him for the foundation he built in 
Corporate and Client Services. 

Stephen 



Lower Mainland Integrated Teams under new structure and new Officer-in-Charge 

For Immediate Release: July 10, 2019 

The RCMP and municipal police partners are pleased to announce a new executive structure and new 
Officer-in-Charge (OIC) of the Lower Mainland Integrated Teams. 

Operating from the RCMP Lower Mainland District Office (LMDO), the Integrated Teams (I-TEAMS) will 
be newly-aligned under a single command structure to consolidate and enhance service delivery to the 
33 communities served by the teams. The new structure will be led by Superintendent Brian Edwards. 

Providing specialized police service to 13 RCMP detachments and five municipal police departments 
serving nearly two million people in the Lower Mainland, the five I-TEAMS are: 

• Integrated Homicide Investigation Team (IHIT) 
• Integrated Police Dog Service (IPDS) 
• Lower Mainland District Emergency Response Team (LMD ERT)  
• Integrated Collision Analysis Reconstruction Team (ICARS) 
• Integrated Forensic Identification Service (IFIS) 

 “The I-TEAMS are extremely skilled in each of their disciplines and provide an unprecedented service, 
often exceeding, or leading provincial policing standards,” explains Superintendent Brian Edwards. “I am 
very excited to be part of a group of remarkable program leaders who, along with their teams, are 
committed to excellence in specialized policing and providing exceptional service to Lower Mainland 
communities.”  

The changes were made in consultation with and supported by the Integrated Team Advisory 
Committee (ITAC) and the Province of British Columbia, which oversees the RCMP as B.C.’s Provincial 
Police Force. The ITAC is made up of representatives from partner municipalities and the provincial 
government and senior managers with the LMDO.  

“I am very pleased that Superintendent Edwards has agreed to become our new OIC. He is well-
respected and as a member of ITAC, I have had the pleasure of working with him for several years. 
Through his concerted efforts, he has enhanced communication and engagement with members of 
ITAC. I am confident in his abilities to build upon the success of the Integrated Team model and the 
exemplary service these teams so effectively and efficiently bring to our communities to enhance public 
safety,” says Francis Cheung, Chief Administrative Officer for the City of Langley and Co-Chair of the 
LMD’s RCMP Chief Administrative Officers’ Forum. 

The concept for the integrated team model began in the early 2000s with the creation of IHIT. Since 
then, four more teams have been added to the suite of specialized police services enhancing public 
safety in the Lower Mainland. 

“With the I-TEAMS now under one command structure, our intention is to continue to maximize police 
service—administratively and operationally—and to improve communications and oversight by our 
partners,” says Assistant Commissioner Stephen Thatcher, the Lower Mainland District Commander, 
who oversees policing service in the largest RCMP district in the country.  



“The complexity and scope of these investigations—homicides, fatal collisions, forensic identification—
continues to grow, as do the demands for accountability and transparency. And importantly, the I-TEAM 
model is there to assist communities in complex investigations or large scale emergencies that could 
result in significant costs for a single municipality to bear without the shared approach provided by this 
unique model,” adds Assistant Commissioner Thatcher. 

-30- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BACKGROUNDER – ITEAMS 

Officer-in-Charge Superintendent Brian Edwards 
 

Superintendent Brian Edwards arrives in his new position with significant background at several levels 
within the RCMP as well as municipal policing experience.   

Supt. Edwards started his career with the Calgary Police Service working in multiple program areas 
including frontline policing, recruit and in-service training, and led the development of legal agreements 
in preparation of the Calgary G-8 Leaders Summit.  

In 2003, he transferred to the RCMP and was assigned to Richmond Detachment as a front-line officer. 
He then worked in various roles including supervisory functions as a corporal and sergeant.  

Commissioned to the rank of inspector in 2011, he was appointed as a Level I Grievance Adjudicator and 
served in that capacity until 2014 when he became the Officer-in-Charge of the Employment 
Requirements Unit in response to the modernization of the RCMP Act. 

Supt. was later assigned to the role of the Government Liaison Officer and oversaw contract and service 
delivery matters with the Province of British Columbia Policing and Security Branch. More recently, as 
the LMD Corporate and Client Services Officer, he was responsible for strategic and business planning, 
risk management, integrated police services and was the key interface between the District and contract 
municipalities.   

Supt. Edwards has a law degree and a Masters in Linguistics. Both degrees are from the University of 
Calgary.  
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Mayor and Council

From:  < >
Sent: July 10, 2019 9:49 PM
To: Board@scrd.ca
Cc: ; dlasser@sccf.ca; Mayor and Council; Council@sechelt.ca; 

SIGD@secheltnation.net
Subject: Wildfires at our doors

To all members of the Board of the SCRD. 
 
My name is Thomas Kern and I live in the Davis Bay Area of Sechelt. I volunteer with the Sunshine Coast 
ElderCollege and am presently the Board Chair. 
The ElderCollege has cooperated with Dave Lasser, Operations Manager of the Sunshine Coast Community 
Forest to bring the Issues of Wildfires presented at the public meeting on June the 10th 2019 at Chatelec High 
School in Sechelt, to additional audiences on the coast. We helped him with organizing venues and advertising 
for the presentations in Roberts Creek on June 17, Pender Harbour on June 19 and in Gibsons on June 24. 
The meetings where well attended.  
We have created a special web page on our own website  https://sunshinecoasteldercollege.ca/special-
events/forests-and-fire-discussions/ to provide info including links to various resources and the schedule of TV 
re-broadcasts of the June 10th meeting, recorded by Coast Cable. 
 
Personally I am very concerned with a number of points that were highlighted in the talks: 
 

1. The Lower Sunshine Coast, Port Mellon to Egmont does not have a coordinated Risk Assessment or an 
overall plan on how to reduce fire risks around our communities. Apparently Powell River, Squamish, 
North Vancouver etc. have such assessments done and plans in place and have started to implement 
mitigation projects. 

2. There is provincial funding both on the assessment/planing phase and the implementation phase 
available, but our region has not made use of this. 

3. Fighting large fires requires large amounts of water, something you all know is most scares on the cost 
when the potential need is greatest, during long dry summers. Increased water storage, short and long 
term, must be highest priority.  

4. For effective handling of large wildfires, we need the infrastructures secured, this includes Emergency 
centres, communications facilities, access and escape routes etc. 

 
It is my personal opinion that a well coordinated effort involving all levels of local governments is urgently 
needed.  
Updating of Building codes and incentives for residents to become FireSmart would be a great help as well. 
 
In order to move this complex topic up on the agenda I highly recommend that all governments make an effort 
to get the necessary education for all concerned. I am certain that Dave Lasser will be happy to make additional 
presentation to the various councils and staff if needed. 
 
In closing, only if we all work together do we have a chance to get something concrete done in an appropriate 
time frame. 
 

22(1) FOIPPA

22(1) FOIPPA

22(1) FOIPPA
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With bet regards 
 

 
 

Sechelt, B.C., CANADA 
V0N 3A2 
T: +  
E:  
 
Copies to: 
-  
- Gibsons Council 
- Sechelt Council 
- Sechelt First Nation Council 
 

22(1) FOIPPA
22(1) FOIPPA

22(1) FOIPPA
22(1) FOIPPA

22(1) FOIPPA
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Mayor and Council

From: >
Sent: July 10, 2019 7:48 PM
To: Mayor and Council
Subject: plastic bags

Council, 
  
I shop at Super Valu and The Independent food stores. They use plastic bags?? at check out. As I understand 
the checkout clerks these bags are not plastic, but made of corn starch. I have had them disintegrate after a 
year in my house turning to basically nothing having been used to store household items. If you ban all plastic 
bags at check out we will be forced to buy “REAL” plastic bags for our trash. I use the bags from Super Valu for 
my trash. It makes no sense to buy real plastic. Everyone seems to be on a band wagon with no alternate 
solution. Paper bags will not work. Just like the water problem which is a another day everyone seems to have 
a opinion but no solution. 
  
I am tired of all the anti this, and that, without looking at all the options, and problems, and solutions that 
make sense. Now they are drilling in our little park while Soames creek caves in. Have a look!! A disaster in 
waiting. Enough! 
  

 
Grantham’s Landing 
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